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The existing situation – SH1 around the Basin Reserve

•  The street system around the Basin Reserve functions as a large roundabout with signals. 

•  About 25,000 vehicles enter the system from Kent Terrace each day, with nearly 

20,000 going towards Mt Victoria Tunnel. Another 20,000 vehicles join the system 

from Mt Victoria Tunnel. 

•  This means that about 40,000 vehicles in total travel through Mt Victoria Tunnel each day. 

•  Traffi  c around the eastern side of the Basin Reserve mixes with the school drop-off  zone 

and bus stops. Some vehicles exit to Adelaide Road, while other vehicles join the system 

from Adelaide Road. 

•  This combined traffi  c travels along Sussex Street, which carries 30,000 vehicles each day. 

It’s the most heavily used road around the Basin Reserve.

•  The busiest pedestrian crossings are at the Adelaide Road/Rugby Street intersection and 

around the school drop-off  zones. 

•  WCC has identifi ed the buildings on the corner of Kent Terrace and Ellice Street as an 

earthquake risk. We plan to demolish them whichever bridge option is built.

What is proposed
•  SH1 westbound traffi  c will travel on a bridge to the north of the Basin Reserve. 

•  We’ve identifi ed two options for the bridge location: near the Basin Reserve and farther 

away from it.

We’ve yet to decide on which option to build. In both options:

•  Westbound SH1 traffi  c would travel from Mt Victoria Tunnel to Buckle Street on a bridge

•  Westbound SH1 traffi  c would be separated from local traffi  c, including buses, travelling 

north and south. The bridge would also provide the necessary separation from a future 

high-quality public transport system

•  Eastbound SH1 traffi  c would remain at street level on the current route (or something close 

to it) into Mt Victoria Tunnel.

We seek your views 
We seek your views on our proposal for the bridge around the Basin Reserve. In particular 

we’d like to know: 

•  What’s important to you about where we should locate the bridge around the 

Basin Reserve?

•  What do you like or dislike about locating the bridge near the Basin Reserve?

•  What do you like or dislike about locating the bridge farther away from the Basin Reserve?

•  Is it worth the additional expense of providing pedestrian and cycle facilities on the bridge?

Aerial view of the Basin Reserve today.

Plan of the Basin Reserve today.
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